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From the #1 New York Times bestselling childrenâ€™s book creator Matthew Van Fleet.Nosy Fun

for Toddlers in an adorable format perfect for little hands! Four sturdy pull tabs and seven touchable

textures put toddlers nose to nose with captivating critters as they demonstrate nasal sounds,

colors, actions, and more!
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This is a great book for any 1-2 year old. They are well constructed and can handle the abuse of

any child. They are interactive and capture the attention of any small child. Our book is well chewed

on and still holds up.

Charming artwork and varied tactile experiences for little ones as they touch the animal noses and

watch mouse whiskers twitch! This book works for all learning styles -- visual, auditory, or kinetic.

Sturdy cardboard construction will hold up well to toddlers who really love their books. Interesting

word choices provide excellent opportunities for teaching vocabulary. Targeted for pre-schoolers,

but the material would also be good for beginning readers.

We have bought several books and my 14 months daughter love them. The pages are very easy to



turn even for very young one, we got first one when she was 10 months. She remembers what to

touch on each page and likes how are the animals moving. This one is good on the go, because is

smaller than other books. I would recommend to any parent who want to give a nice, funny book to

his child and have a good time together.

I didn't really know what to expect when i bought this book online... But, this is what I had assumed -

each page had a pull tab that caused an animal to smell something because of the sniff title...

HOWEVER this is NOT how the book actually is.Firstly, the book is really about a body part - the

NOSE. It covers noses doing lots of different things and looking lots of different ways (so the book

should have been titled as such - just like the books also by this author called tails and

heads).Secondly, I really thought the book was packed full of pull tabs which is a BIG reason I

bought the book. HOWEVER not every page has a pull tab - there are only 4 pull tabs and one of

those pull tabs is the front cover (which is an action/image repeated inside the book so it feels like

only 3 pull tabs). Two pages did have textures to touch which lessened the absence of pull tabs, but

the rest of the pages were normal.Overall, the Sniff book is better by far than the Munch book. The

book is really cute in many ways and LOVED the snoring papa bear... I just felt focusing on nose

colors was a bit of a cop-out in the middle of the book and I wish there were more actions.

This book is wonderful for small active minds.The pictures are bright and attractive and have some

wonderful textural elements that will really appeal to those developing sensesThe large tabs to

make the moving elements work are easy to use and will mean hat your little one can use this book

as they growCannot recommend this book highly enough

Such a cute book! Great for the tactile learner and fun tab pulls! Plus it's cardboard, so it's not as

easily destructible as other Van Fleet books. You and your kids will love it, especially if you already

love Van Fleet!

Matthew Van Fleet does not disappoint with this adorable board book. My only concern is with

durability. I have another book of his and it has not held up well to small hands. This one (so far)

appears to be more durable.

Fun, interactive books for young children. Makes my 7 month old smile every time we read it, and

his 3 year old cousin loves it as well! There is a cadence to the writing that make the story a great



book for pre-readers to begin their print journey. We also own "Lick!" by the same author and love it

for the same reasons.
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